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The initial motivation for this paper was a desire to prove a non- 
commutative analogue of a fundamental result of R. G. Swan in the sense 
described below. If B is a (not necessarily commutative) regular ring, z a 
finite group, let K,(ir, .9(B)) be the Grothendieckgroup of the category [n, 
9(B)] of z-representations in the category .9(B) of finitely generated 
projective B-modules (see 1.1). In [ 151: Swan proved that if R is a semi-local 
Dedekind domain with quotient field F. then the canonical map 
K,(a, Y(R)) -+6 K,(x, Y(F)) is an isomorphism. The question arises whether 
this theorem holds if R is non-commutative. Since the map is always 
surjective, whether R is commutative or not, the question reduces to asking 
whether 6 is injective if R is a non-commutative semi-local Dedekind 
domain. We show in 2.1 that 6 is not always injective via a counterexample 
of the canonical map K,(n, .9(A)) --tsK,(7r,.9(D)) where A is a maximal 
order in a central division algebra D over ap-adic field F, and in (2.7) prove 
that if 7c is a finite p-group then the kernel of 6 in this example is a finite 
cyclic p-group. 
Now since [n, Y(B)] is an exact category and K,(x, 9(E)) z G,(Bz) (see 
1.4 and 1.3), the K-theory of the category [n, .9(B)] reduces to the K-theory 
of the group-ring BTC. First we obtain as much result as we can in the local 
situation Ax where A is a maximal order in a central p-adic division 
algebra D and then in the global situation of A being a maximal order in a 
central division algebra over an algebraic number field. 
For the local situation, if m is the maximal ideal of A, we show that 
for all n> 1 the Cartan homomorphisms K,((A/m) n)+G,((A/m) TC) are sur- 
jective and that the Cartan homomorphisms K,(An) --f G,(An) induce a 
surjection SK,(An)+ SG,(A;c) and moreover SK,,(An) is the kernel 
of K,,(Ar) + G,,(An), SKzn-,(n, .9(A)) are finite groups for all n > 1 
and SK,,(z, T(A)) = 0 also t/ n > 1. 
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Now if R is the ring of integers in an algebraic number Ge!d r”: A an:/ R- 
order in a separable F-algebra 2, we show irk 3.1 that for ail n > 1; (i) CTjT(A;) 
is fir?_itely generated and (ii) SGzn- l(A) I ‘s f~n&t acd SG,,(/I) = 0; This 
result, apart from applying to A = An where A is a maxima! H-order ix a 
centra’i division algebra D over F: also settles positively & .g-ue&n nosed 51 
R. G. SwaI:: in [4, p. 50? probiem 211 as to whether or not G,: of R:orders is 
finiteiy generated. We then go on to show that the Cartan homozmorphisms 
K,(Az) --$ G,(Ar) induce surjective maps SK,(AT) -+ SG (A,?) for ali ,c > 1 *, 
while the cokernel of the map SK,(Ar) -+ SG,(An) is a p-torsion group. ECU 
her, how that SK,(A,T) and SG,,(AE) are ficite groups. Ii: conc!uion. we 
have t3e foilowing finiteness results for the K-t5eory of :he category Lx. 
-?(A )I= i4’,, P(A,)]: [7c, S(A,)j, namely; 
ii:) For ail n > 0, K,,(x. T(A)) is finiteiy generated. 
:I’CCPS 08 rzotation. If R is a Dedekind ring. A acy g-c&r in a se;T;i- 
simple Faigebra C, we write OH for ehe categor:; o; i :. ^riqitely generated _+ 
modules, -9(/I) for the category of Snitely geserated projective /l-.~;od&;, 
G,(A ) = K,( .@(A )), K,,(rl) = K,,(.-i”(A)), SK,(A) for he kernel of canozicsl 
map K,(A) + K,(C), and SC,(A) for the kerd of the canonicai map 
.G,,(A) + G,(C). If [R. C] is the exact category of ~-objects in a~ exez 
category C (see i.i) we write K,[(q C) for K,[n. C). Fcr a regciar ring2. 
end A a B-aigebra finitely generated and projective os;er P, we write ~>{r?> 
for the category of finitely generated A-modules which are projective ,over 3. 
We alss write F(A) for the category of finitely gene;ated ,$-yL,o.ji;ies cf 
5iiite homological dimension and if S is a central muitip!icative sq-stem 33 LI_ 
we denok by .#‘,(A) the category of firul, E ‘t ~7 cregerated S-torsion /i-~~;~d;iles 
2nd .F,.;Aj the category of finite!); generated S-torsion mod&s of Esi:e 
homo!ogicai dimension. 
If.4 is a maxima! order in a centrai division algebra 3 over a p-adic Seid 
or aumber field Fy z a finite grogp? we write SK,jn. Pf’,4;) f’c tke kerr.z! cf 
tke cacozicai -map K,(n. ..?(A )) --$ K,(X. Y(D)). 
1.9. Let C be a category, ;T any group (not zecessariiy r’nite). A T- 
I. . oo!ect m C or eqaivalently a 7;.representation; i  C is 3 pai: {,X. z)* where X 
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is a C-object and GL: z+ Aut,(X) is a group homomorphism from rc to the 
group Am,(X) of C-automorphisms of X. The n-objects form a category 
which can be identified with the category [n: C] of functors from 7c 
(considered as a category with one object, with morphisms elements of n) to 
C (see 11,~. 51). 
Now: let C be an exact category in the sense of Quillen [9]: then [rc, C] is 
also an exact category ([3] or [ 141). If X: Y are pointed spaces, let [X, Y] be 
the set of free homotopy classes of free maps from X to Y. In [14], 
C. Sherman constructs, for all n > 0: homomorphisms 
K,(n, C) -+ [Bn, a”+ ‘BQC] (1) 
where for any category D, BD is the classifying space of D (see 191) and 
f2”“BQC is the (ft + 1)th loop space of BQC. Now put x=rr,(X) the 
fundamental group of X, where X is a connected pointed C W-complex. Then 
there exists a canonical pointed homotopy class of maps 9: X+ Bn,X 
corresponding to the identity map of 7r,X under the isomorphism 
[XT Bn,X] z Hom(rc,X, x1X). Composition with @ defines a homomorphism 
[Bn,XI P’BQC] + [X, L+BQC]. (11) 
By composing (II) with (I), we obtain a homomorphism 
A-&,(-), F) --) [-, P’BQC] (III) 
which represents a natural transformation of bifunctors K,,(z,( ), C) -) [- ) 
L?“+‘BQC] from the pointed homotopy category of connected Cw- 
complexes and the category of small categories to the category of groups. 
For n = 0, the map (III) is universal for all natural transformations 
K&~(-)~ C> + [- 7 HI w ere H is a connected H-space (see [ 141) and h 
agrees with Quillen’s construction in [5, Section 1 j, where C = .9(,4) is the 
category of finitely generated projective modules over the ring A. Now. if C, 
C’ are two exact categories and F: C 4 C’ an exact functor, it follows from 
the universal properties of the construction that we have a commutative 
diagram 
~O~~,(Xj~ c) --+ K~(~,(W~ C’ I 
I I 
I 
[X.iQC] -- [X. ;QC’, 
(IV 
and if we put X= S” (the n th sphere), then the bottom row of (IV) yields a 
map K,(C) + K(C’j. 
1.2. We now apply 1.1 to the following setup. Let F be a p-adic 
field (i.e., F is any finite extension of &,, the completion of the field Q of 
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LEMWA 1.4. In the notation of 1.3: 
(i) .YA(7r) = -YR(A7r). 
(ii) The inclusion .TA(7c) -t.k(An) induces an isomorphism 
K,(.x$(n)) g G,(An) for all n > 0. 
(iii) If R/p is finite for every prime ideal p of R and mp is the unique 
maximal ideal of A such that mP 1 PA, then there exist isomorphisms 
G,(Az/pAz) z G,(An/m&r) z G,(Az/rad(Az)) for all n > 0. 
Prooj (i) If ME P,4(~), then M E&(An) and ME Y(A). But A is an 
R-order in a separable F-algebra D. and so A is an R-lattice, i.e.: A is R- 
projective. So 214 E .9(R). 
Conversely, suppose that M E .&(Az). Then M E ,I(Ax) and M E .7(R). 
But MEJ(An) implies that ME M(A) and An Ed(A). So, ME.M(A) 
and M E Y(R) imply that ME Y(A) (see [ 16, p. 93. Theorem 5.121). 
(ii) Let ME.M(An). Then, since AZ is Noetherian, there exists a 
resolution 0 -+ D,, --) P,- 1 + ... + P, + MA 0 where each Pi E ..Y(A;c), and 
D, E &(An). Now, ME.J(An) implies that ME.,H(A) and since A is 
regular. each Pi E .9(A) and D,z E ..?(A) also. So, each Pi E .Yd(n) and so is 
D,. Hence by the resolution theorem of Quillen [9], K,JyA(n)) 2 G,(An). 
That K,,(n, Y(A)) E G,(An) follows from the fact that [x, ;?(A j] z .y’(n). 
(iii) Note that PAT E m,An z rad(Ar) and so An/pAa Asr/m,,A;: are 
finite Artinian rings since they are both finite-dimensional algebras over the 
finite field R/p. Hence G,,(An/pAn) r G,(((ATc)jpAn)/rad(An/pAn)) z 
G,(Aq’rad(Az)). Similarly G,(AIrjm,A;r) 2 G,(An/rad Ax), see [6]. 
Remark 1.5. Let R be a Dedekind ring with quotient field F such that 
R/p is finite for all prime ideals p of R. Suppose that A is a maximal R-order 
in a central division algebra D over F, then Quillen’s localization sequence 
connecting G,(An) and G,2(D~)z K,(z, .?(A)) and KJz, .3(D)), plus the 
usual devissage argument (see [9, 6, 5]), yields the following commutative 
diagram where the vertical arrows are isomorphisms: 
-.* 4 aK,(G .JWm,)) -+ K,,(r: 9(A)) -+ K,(Tc, Y(D)) + . . . 
P 
t? s 
v 
‘S 
1 
I 
c 
.-. --f @ G,(Ax/pAz) --t G,(An) + G,(Dx) + . . . 
P 
Note that the isomorphism 8 follows from 1.4(iii) since K,,(z, .Y(A/m,))r 
(G,(An/m,An) 2 G,(An/pArr). Note also that the canonical map G&Ax) --) 
G,(D;c) is always surjective (see [ 161 or [ 12J). 
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2. 
in +is section, we show that a non-commutative analogue or SWE’s . II
iheorem is ilot true in general for group-rings whose coe:~i:~ient rir,gs aye 
non-co.mmutative local Dedekind rings, via the counterexample of A/;. ,z a 
finite group, and A a maximal order in a central di\jsioL algebra over 2 .;- 
adic field F. Since by 1.3 and 1.4 K,l(x,.P<A)) 2 Gii(Az). we rher. x;: IC 
determine as much of the K-theory of An as possible. 
:.vhere .T’ is a finite group since any representation G: T-+ Aut, ,(:;j ;:3 
P,.,(n) factors through a finite quotient z’ of ;; and so ;“roc the 
commutative diagram (I), the transfer map K,(x. P(&:m)) + K,(ir. P{,A j) 
would be zero for all groups z. Now, by the universal property cf QGlie:? 55 
theory discussed in 1.1 and 1.2, we have. for any f;,& connected ziv-- 
compiex X, a commutative diagram 
aid hence ;? map K,(A/,q) + K,(A) which would be zerc for all !r > 1 bz,r t::.:: 
universality of the construction, i.e., K,,(A) --) K;,(D) is injentive fzr 211 K > ;. 
contradicting Theorem 1.1 of [ 71, which says that for all n > it K,,+,(A j - 
K:;!-,(D) is injective if and oniy if D = F. Herce t>e canonical map 
K&x. P(A )) A K,(7c, P(D)) is not always injectii.e. 
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Remark 2.2. (i) Gersten’s conjecture says that if R is a discrete 
valuation ring with maximal ideal nz, then the transfer map 
K,(Rlm)+ K,(R) is zero for all n > 0 (see [ 14) or [5]). Note that 
Theorem 1.1 of [7] also implies that the conjecture is not true in the non- 
commutative case. 
(ii) Theorem 2.1 says that there are finite groups x for which q,, is not 
injective. We shall exhibit one such class of groups in 2.7 below. Meanwhiie 
we try to obtain more information on t’he K-theory of AZ in this local 
situation. 
2.3. Since An is an R-order in the p-adic semi-simple algebra Dn. it 
follows from [S. 1.11 that for all y1> 1, SG,,,(Ax) = 0 and SG,,- ,(Az) is a 
finite group of order relatively prime to p. So we regard SG,,(AX) as known 
for n > 1. Before considering the case n = 0, we first exploit the above infor- 
mation to obtain information on SK,,(AX). Note that we have the following 
commutative diagram: 
. . . -K,+1(Ail)611:K,-I(Dn) ““tK,(Rs(A~)jz SKJAn)+ 0 
1 1 
I fin I al? (III) & 
. . . --t G,,,(An)“I, G,+,(Dx)++G,((A/m)++ SGn;An)+O 
from which we obtain the following commutative diagram where the rows 
are short exact sequences: 
0 --f Coker(G,- r) 3 K,,(&(An)) Pn SK,(Ax) + 0 
1 j 8, 
i 
/ Llr 
1 1 
0 + Coker(G-,- ,) * G,((AIm)7;) --?L SG,(An) + 0. 
(1”) 
THEOREM 2.4. In the notation of 2.3, we hate: 
(i)(a) The Cartall homomorphisms K,((Ajm) 7~) _sun G,((A/m) n) are 
surjectice for all n > 1. Coker y,, maps onto Coker p,, for all n > 0. Hence 
Coker p,, = 0 for all n > 1 and Coker p,, is a finite p-group. 
(b) For all n > 1, the Cartan homomorphism K,,(Ax) + G,(An) 
induces a surjection SK,,(An) + SG,,(Arc). For n = 0: the Cartan 
homomorphism K,(Ax) + xo G,(Az) induces a homomorphism CQ,: SK,(Ax) --) 
SG,(Az) whose cokernel is a finite p-group. 
(ii) SKz,,(Ax) = Ker(KJA7c) -Gn G,,[(A;r)). 
Proof. (i) First note that A/m is a finite field of characteristic p since A 
is a local ring and A/m is a finite-dimensional skewfield over the finite field 
Z/R of order p (Wedderburn theorem!). So by [3], for each n 2 0 the Cartan 
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and 
- G,(Dn) - G,(T/rad r) ----+ Go(r) ----+ G,(Dn) -+ 0 
- G,(Dn) - WWm) 4 - G,W) - G,(Dn) + 0 
where in (VII), r is a maximal R-order containing An and in both cases the 
rows are exact. We now prove the following. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let R be the ring of integers in up-adicjield F, rc a finite 
group, and A a maximal R-order in a central division algebra D over F. 
Then 
(i) The canonical map K,(Az)-+ K,(Dz) is injective. Hence 
SK,(n, 5”(A)) z Coker (K&EJAn))) --) G,(A;rcl(mAn)). 
(ii) If r is a maximal R-order containing AZ, then SK,(T) = 0. Let 
G,(T) -+ G,(An) be the map induced by restriction of scalars, then 
SK&n, 9(A)) z! Coker (K,(T)) -+ G&An)). 
Proof. Note that An is an R-order in D7c and so the generators of K,(An) 
have the form x = ]P] - [Q], w ere P, Q are in 9&r). Suppose that h 
xEKer6,. Then K OR PE K OR Q. Now, since AWL is an R-algebra 
finitely generated as an R-module and the Cartan map K,((A/m) 7~) -+ 
G&W 4 is a monomorphism (see [13, p. 132, Corollary 1 to 
Theorem 35]), then by [16, p. 12, Theorem 1.101, PC? Q, i.e., x = 0. So 
K,(An) -+ K,(Dn) is injective. 
Now it is clear from the diagram (VI) that SK,(?r, 9(A)) E SG,(An) z 
Coker jji. So, by considering the exact sequence associated with the left- 
hand square, namely, &yl = Ti, we have Ker PO + Coker y1 --f Coker pi + 
Coker /I, -+ 0. Now Coker y1 z ker 6, = 0. Hence Coker T1 z Coker p,, g
ker J0 = SK&z, 4(A)). 
(ii) Since r is reguiar, we show that SG,(T) = 0. Now, 0~ is a 
separable F-algebra. So, if x = [M] - [N] E G,(T), and F @& M z F OR N, 
then MZ N (see [16, p. 101, Theorem 5.271). So G,(T) -P G,(Dz) is 
injective. 
The last statement follows by considering the exact sequence associated 
with the right-hand square of diagram (VII). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 7~ be a finite p-group of order p’, R the ring of 
integers in a p-adicJield F, and A a maximal R-order in a central division F- 
algebra D, then SK,(TC, 9(A)) is a finite cyclic p-group of order <p”. 
ProoJ: Note that A/m = k is a finite field of characteristic p. So (A/m) 7~ 
is Artinian and G,(kz) is freely generated by the simple kn-modules (see 
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[Is]). But the only simple kz-module is k and so G,(kn) E L. 
K,(kn) is freely generated by the indecomposabie projective k 
namely, the projective nvelopes of the simple kn-modules which in this case 
is the only envelope of the simple module k. So the Cartan map is 
multiplication by ps and so Coker ,uu, is isomorphic to Z/p’ and hence Coker 
as a homomorphic image of Z/p’ is a finite cyclic group 
3. 
The aim of this section is to obtain giobal results. So, let F be an algebraic 
number field (i.e., F is any finite xtension of Q) and R the ring of integers of 
F (i.e., R is the integral closure of Z in F). If A is a maximal R-order in a 
central division algebra D over F, then AZ is an R-order in DE and so we 
first prove the following result on arbitrary orders in separable algebras. 
Note that this result generalizes Theorem 1.3 of [S] while also answering in 
the affirmative a question posed by R. 6. Swan as to whether or not G, of 
orders is finitely generated. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let R be the ring of integers ilz an algebraic ~~~be~~el~~ 
and A any R-order in a separable F-algebra Z. Then for all n > 1 T 
(i) C,(A) is finitely generated, 
(ii) SG,,-,(A) is a finite group and 2&‘,,(A) = 0 
Proof (i) Let r be a maximal R-order in C containing A. Then there 
exists a non-zero element s of R such that A c r c (l/s) A. (see 112, p. 411). 
So if S={19s,s2,...,) then As=A@,R,~~@,R,~~S. If ar:G,@-)-+ 
C,.(A) is the map induced by the functor M(T) + M(A) given by restriction 
of scalars, then we can apply the same proof as in 18, 1.3(i) an 
substitute A for AX all the time to conclude that (a) for all IZ > 1, ozn-:: 
Gzti--lP-+jzn-l(A) h as finite kernel and cokernel, (b) for all M > I, 
azn: C2,(Q 3 6,,(A) is injective with fmite cokernel. The ~o~~l~sio~ that 
C,(A) is finitely generated then follows as in the proof of 18, X.S(iii)j. 
(ii) That SG,,_,(A) is finite follows since by [S, 1.1(a)] St?,,-,(A) is 
torsion and by the above SG,,-,(A) is finitely generate as a subgroup of 
1(A). 
e now have the following: 
THEOREM 3.2. Let R be the ring of integers in an aigeb~a~c ~~~be~~e~~ 
r;, A a marital -order iti a central division algebra over F, a finite 
grcmp,p a prime idealofR,A,=AO,R,,anda,=A 
n > 1, we have: 
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(i>(a) S&&b y(A)) = S&&, y(A,)) = SK&, SCa,>> = 0. 
(b) SK,, _ 1(~, Y(A,)), SK,, _ 1(z, Y(a,,)) are finite groups of order 
relatively prime to the rational prime lying below p. 
(c) K,,- 1(~, 9(A,)) is finitely generated. 
(ii) K,(z, 9(A)) is finitely generated. 
(iii) SK2n-l(7z, 9(A)) isjinite. 
ProoJ: Since [n, P(A)] = PA( z we identify K,,(n, P(A)) with G,(An), ) 
K,(rc, 9(AJ) E G,(A$n), etc. Also An is an R-order in 071, A,n is an R- 
order in 071, and A, z is an x,-order in fiPz, where BP is the p-adic 
completion of D at p, i.e., Br,= D a,#‘,. So (i)(a), (b), (c) follows from 
[8, 1.11 and (ii) and (“‘) 111 are special cases of 3.1(i) and (ii) above. Note that 
in the proof of 3.1 we could take s = (~1, the order of rc. This is because a 
maximal R-order in Dz = D OF Fn containing ATI = A OR Rn can be written 
as A OR r’ = r, where r’ is a maximal R-order in FTC containing Rz and so 
l-, = A OR r; = (A @ (R)s TC) z (A @ RTC)~ z (Az)~. 
3.3. The next result is the global version of the local result stated in 
2.4 on the Cartan maps. For each prime ideal p of R, let mp be the unique 
maximal 2-sided ideal of A lying above p, i.e., such that mp ?p,A, 
Ap=RpORA,dp=IfDORA, where R,is the localization fR at p, andR, 
is the compl_etion cf R at p. It is well known that A/m, z A drn# pz 
A&ad A, E A&ad A, (see [ 11, Theorem 22.4 and its proof]) and so A/m? is 
a finite simple algebra of characteristic p, where p is the rational prime lying 
below p. Moreover, we have the following commutative diagram: 
. . . ___$ K,, I % K&%(A~>> --% SK,(A7t) - 0 
I ! 
Dn 
I 
an (1) 
.a.----‘G,+,(Dz)- @ G,((A/m,,) 7~) 3 SG,(Az) - 0 
and the following lobal version of diagram (IV) of 2.3, i.e., 
0 --+ Coker (6,+ r) 3 K&%@~)) Pn SK,(An) - 0 
I I I 
an (11) 
0 ---A Coker (6, + 1) --+ @ G,((A/mJ x) 5 SG,(Az) + 0. 
P 
THEOREM 3.4. Let R be the ring of integers in a number field F, A a 
maximal R-order in a central division algebra D over F, and TL a finite 
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group. Then for each n > 1, the Cartan ~o~~~orp~i~.~s K,(AE) --+ G,(Az) 
induce a surjection SK,(Ax) -+an SG,(Az). 
For n =Q, K,,(An) _txo G,(An) irtduces a ~o~o~or~~is~ 
SG,(Az) whose cokernel is a p-torsion group. 
PmoJ: Let kp = A&ad A,, which we have seen in 3.3 to be isorn~r~b~c 
to A jm,. By usmg an argument similar to that in the proof of 2.4 we see 
that 0, Coker (K,(k,x) --f G,(kpz)) maps onto Coker fQor all n > 0. NQW, 
as in 2.4, where each (K,(k,n) -+ G,(k,z)) is sujecti for M > 1, we have 
that Coker ,8, = 0 for all re > 1, and by a~~~y~~g the Snake lemma to 
diagra I) in 3.3, we obtain that SK,(Ax) --f SG,(Az) is surjective IFQir 
n> 1. en n = 0, each Coker (K,(k,n) + G,(k,n)) is a Finite p-group and 
so Coker Q?,) is a p-torsion group. So, XO(A7t)+ SG,(AX) has a coker~ei 
which is a p-torsion group. 
Repark 3.5. It foil from j15, p. Z 12, Coro?lary (Jac 
K&n), G,(h) z Ko(x )) are finitely generated Abelian g 
satisfies Jordan-Zassen theorem (see [ 16, pi 43 ] j and AZ is an R-order 
in the separable F-algebra Oz. We conclu e this section with the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let R be the ring of integers in a ~~~~ber~e~d F3 A CJ 
,~a~~~a~ order in a central division algebra D over P, and 7~ a -i”inite 
grozap. Th 
(ij SK&In) = Ker(K,(Ar) -+’ K,(Dn)) is a finite group. 
(ii) $K,(z, P(A)) E SG,(An) = Ker(G,(Az) + 6, n)) is a finite 
group. 
ProoJ Let S be the canonical map K,(AA~~)-,K,, 
generators of KO(Ax) have the form [P] - [Q], where 
Suppose &([P] - [Q]) = 0 in G,(Drc) z K,@-c), 
and K OR P z K OR Q. Now, since there exists 
is a finitely generated free An-module 
‘1 = [P@ Q] - [T]. So, ker 6 is generated 
ee and FOR P z t;& T. Since (1~1, char F) = 1, we can show that 
P = T’ @ I, where T = T’ @An, T a free AZ-module, and 1 an ideal of AZ 
(Note that a slight modification of the proof of Theorem 3.3 of [ 163 war 
where one puts Rn =Az, etc., since the major theorem used in the proo 
namely, Roiters’ theorem, holds for an arbitrary -order like An since one 
needs only consider An as an R-algebra finitely generated 
So [P] - [Tj = I - (An), where I is an ideal such that 
Jordan-Zassenhaus theorem, there exists only a finite number of such I. So 
ker 6 is finite. 
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(ii) Consider the following diagram: 
-** - K,(m)- Klv%~~.)) - SK,(An) - 0 
I 
se 
I I 
no 
. . . - G,(Dn) ----+ @ G&Wmpr) - SG,,(hc) - 0 
where the rows are exact, and 13 is an isomorphism. We know by 3.4 that 
Coker a, is a p-torsion group. Now, by (i) SK,(An) is finite, and so Im(a,) 
is a finite subgroup of SG,,(An). Since SG,(Az)/(Im CI,J is p-torsion, itmeans 
that SG,(An) is torsion. Now, we know from 3.5 that SG,(An) is a finitely 
generated Abelian group. So SG,(Az) is finite. 
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